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JTRP project
We have started a project called
"Assessment and Recommendations for Using Highresolution Weather Data to Improve Winter Weather
Maintenance Operations"
provide INDOT with:
• detailed weather forecasts
• access to detailed weather information
• detailed analysis of weather data
• evaluations of new products
• training material

our forecasts
www.extremeweathermakers.com/indot-forecasts
statewide map:

•
•
•

for tomorrow's weather
probability/degree of
confidence
occurrence of any type of
winter weather hazard

our forecasts
www.extremeweathermakers.com/indot-forecasts
timeline:

•
•
•
•
•

tomorrow's weather
indicates expected
start/end times
specific weather hazards
include rain for situations
with rain changing to
snow or mixing with rain
plan to add surface
temperature info

students - forecasting class

•
•
•
•

working in teams on daily forecasts
student-generated forecasts are extremely
valuable experiences for the students
getting ready to run their own versions of a
numerical weather prediction model
generating our own ensemble at highresolution

dealing with uncertainty
•
•

•

•

•

weather forecasts are always wrong
weather forecasts are always going to be
wrong
forecasts are intended to reduce
uncertainty about the future
we cannot eliminate uncertainty about the
future
awareness of alternate scenarios

be prepared for when the
forecast is wrong...
•

we're expecting rain, and it's snowing
o
o
o
o
o

•

rain is usually snow at top of the cloud
snow melts on the way down
melting cools the air
could drop the temperature to freezing
allow snow to reach the ground

we're expecting snow, and it's sleeting
o
o

must have warmer air aloft than expected
could turn into freezing rain

how do we forecast the weather?
Forecast Process
analyze elements necessary for the
development, maintenance, intensification,
decay of specific weather events: snow
• moisture
• source of lift
• temperature
• snow density

lift
air cools when it rises
if it cools enough, it will reach the
dewpoint and begin forming clouds
precipitation depends upon rising air

"models"
numerical weather prediction models are
computer programs
physical processes are turned into
equations
observed data are analyzed to begin the
forecast
step forward in time...

U.S. models (from National
Weather Service)
"GFS" Global Forecast System
global domain - 16 days - updated every 6
hours
"NAM" North American Mesoscale
regional domain - 84 hour forecast updated every 6 hours
"RAP" Rapid Refresh
regional domain - 18 h - update hourly

international modeling centers
U.K. Met Office
Canada (CMC)
European Centre (ECMWF)
Japan
China
Australia
...

Canadian model
CMC

What type of precipitation?
Water or ice?
Liquid water freezes at ~ 0° C (32 °F)
Water droplets behave quite differently
Observations in clouds have shown that at
-10° C it is possible to have only 1 ice
crystal per 1 million liquid water drops
• In lab, cloud temps can reach -40° C
before all water drops are found as ice
crystals
•
•
•
•

Falling precipitation
• What can happen?
• Melting
• removes heat from environment

• Freezing
• adds heat to the environment

• Evaporation/sublimation
• removes heat from environment
• adds moisture to environment

Precipitation type
• check for:
• warm layer
aloft
• cold layer
near
ground

snow

sleet

cold

warm

cold

freezing
rain
warm

cold

cold

rain

warm

warm

snowfall amount
depends on the density of the snow
low density: a lot of space between snow
crystals
high density: not much space
• measure the depth of snow
• melt it
• measure the depth of liquid
"snow ratio" is snow depth divided by liquid
depth

typical snow ratio

Factors influencing snow ratio
• temperature
•
•
•
•

dendritic growth maximized around -15 C
cold temps (< -10 C) associated with high snow ratios
warm temps (-5 – 0C) lower snow ratios
melting aloft and/or at the ground

• total precipitation
• weight of snow acts to compact fallen snow
• large precip lower snow ratios

• wind speed
• high wind causes dendrites to fracture

ensembles

Purdue WRF model
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•
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include rain for situations
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our forecasts
www.extremeweathermakers.com/indot-forecasts
"Hazardous Weather
Outlook" discussion:

•
•
•

tomorrow's
weather
district-specific
written discussion
including
information
regarding our
uncertainty

lake-effect snow
temperature difference between lake and
air ~1 mile above ground
air aloft needs to be at least 15 C colder
than lake
wind change with height needs to be
relatively small
"bands" of precipitation oriented along wind
form and tend to stay put

lake-effect snow bands

Jan. 31, 2013 Heavy Snow Squalls

Indianapolis Star

Jan. 31, 2013: A 40 vehicle wreck
on Interstate 70 west of
Indianapolis caused by slick roads
and low visibility associated with
heavy snow squalls.

INDOT

2pm radar Jan 31 2013

Missed Event by Forecasters
Forecast for each INDOT
district for Jan. 31:

Snow occurred from
noon to 4 p.m. EST!

Little warning for
motorists about reduced
visibility or for road crews
to treat slick surfaces.

A Learning Tool for Future Forecasts
• Clues were identified to forecasting squalls in
the future.

Moisture and
instability near the
ground…great for
heavy snow squalls!

Freezing Fog
• Visualized as heavy frost on surfaces (roads,
windows, etc.)
• Bridges and overpasses become slick very
easily
• Visibility issues also arise

January 5, 2013

Setup for Freezing Fog
• Up to a foot of snow fell over the previous
days (southern Illinois and Southwest Indiana)
• Melting provided for ample low‐level
moisture
• Temperatures were expected to drop into the
middle teens with calm winds
• Surface observations confirmed fog and
freezing fog in the vicinity

plans: spring-summer 2013

•
•
•

evaluation of forecasts from this season
winter hours calculations using highresolution weather analyses and dual-pol
radar data
get ready for next season

improve the weather information

•
•
•

provide automated, site-specific forecasts
develop a map interface
click on a location - get a timeline
o
o
o
o

•

temperatures (air, surface, dewpoint)
precipitation (type, rate)
wind (speed, direction)
visibility (fog, snow squalls)

calibrated probabilities

improve the weather information

•

include current radar images
o

•
•

include current weather information
include "future" radar images from Purdue's
weather model forecasts
o
o

•

upgraded radar products

update these more often
analyze current data to provide more accurate shortterm forecasts

after-action review capability
o

pull up previous forecasts with actual weather/radar
side-by-side

